The PIONEER S.M. Series of tools is of rugged and simple design. Two sets of three, tungsten carbide alloy-faced arms work in tandem to minimise wear and maximise efficient cutting. Consistent with the complete tool design, arm removal and replacement is uncomplicated.

An important feature is the Flotel Assembly which, when the arms are fully extended, will reflect a drop in pump pressure, the operator at this time adds weight to continue milling the section from the casing.

Optional jetting nozzles may be added to the Top Sub, these nozzles assist the removal of mill cuttings from the cutting face resulting in greater efficiency. Any requirement for jetting nozzles must be stated on the order.

Note: A comprehensive range of tools is readily available, call our Sales Office and discuss your complete requirements.

When time is of the essence, Pioneer delivers
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As the policy of Pioneer Oil Tools is one of continual product improvement we reserve the right to change designs or specifications without notice.
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